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Synopsis

-- This book is a practical solutions-oriented resource for Java servlet programmers. Unlike a tutorial or an API reference, it focuses on complete solutions to programming problems, providing templates that bridge the gap between a basic understanding of the API and working applications.-- Invaluable resource with ready-to-use solutions packed inside: -- Comprehensive coverage of 200 servlet programs and solutions that are ready to use-- Large number of individual topics target both beginning and advanced readers-- Alternate focus makes it an ideal companion volume to a developers guide-- E-commerce is driving the internet, and server-side Java will drive e-commerce
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Customer Reviews

I began reading it right away and can't put it down... I love the examples and their corresponding explanations. Since my purchase I have at least 6 others in my department who have also purchased it and they all love it. I wish I had this book 2 years ago before I started programming in Java/Servlets. This is the best technical book I have ever read.

Good reference book. I use it daily. And the format of "How - to do this?" is very helpful. Plus the author responds to email questions quite readily. And, at 820 pages, it covers most topics.

This book is packed with useful code examples that are explained in a very clear manner. While a couple of other reviewers have complained that the content is obsolete, they forget that most
production servlet engines are not up to the latest specs, either. Many of us programming in the real world can benefit from this book.
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